
24.111: Philosophy of Quantum Mechanics, Spring 2016

Homework 6: GRW

1. Suppose that before a GRW collapse happens the wavefunction of a two-

particle system is as below, where, for example, |x〉1 is a state vector for

particle 1 in which it is definitely located at point of space x. Suppose then

that a collapse does happen. (i) Using the easy version of GRW, what is the

probability that the collapse is associated with particle 1? (ii) Using the easy

version of GRW, what is the probability that, if the collapse is associated

with particle 2, then after the collapse particle 1 has a definite position?
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2. The statistical algorithm is a procedure for predicting the outcomes of

experiments. It’s not a theory of what the world is like (at least, not

of what it is like when no experiments are going on). An interpretation of

quantum mechanics (and interpretations of QM are supposed to be theories

of what the world is like) is worth taking seriously only if it has this feature:

that interpretation can explain why, if it is true, the statistical algorithm is a

good procedure for predicting outcomes (for this question, we can take “good”

to mean: the probabilities the algorithm assigns to outcomes are equal to, or

extremely close to, the “true” probabilities of those outcomes). The question:

how does GRW explain why the statistical algorithm is good?

To make the question concrete: if I set out to measure the spin at 0 degrees

of an electron in state |90 ↑〉, then the statistical algorithm says that the up

outcome has a probability of .5. In your answer I want you to explain why,

according to (the easy version of) GRW, this is the correct probability. (Or

at least: explain what the proponents of GRW hope is the correct answer to

this question.)

(That’s a pretty “open ended” question. Here are a few hints: you’ll want to

say something what must be going on, physically, when I set out to measure the

electron’s spin. For full credit you’re going to have to write out a wavefunction

explicitly, maybe more than one. You’re going to have to go through what

GRW says about wavefunction collapse.)
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3. Many philosophers endorse the following thesis about the connection between

mental properties (like the property of believing that it is raining, or the

property of feeling a pain in one’s knee, or the property of believing that

electron e is a spin-up-at-0-degrees electron) and physical properties (like the

property of having one’s neurons firing at a certain rate, or the property of

having exactly three million electrons inside one’s head): a person’s physical

properties “determine” their mental properties. More specifically,

(X) Two people can’t have different mental properties unless they there is at

least one physical property that one them has that the other does not.

Now think about the John argument. The first premise was: John is a possible

person/thinker. Now a defender of GRW might respond to the John argument

by saying that this premise is false. But what could be his reason for rejecting

it? He could say: there is some necessary truth about thinkers that John

would violate, if he existed. (X) is a candidate truth of this sort; but it cannot

be used for this purpose. John, if he existed, would not be in conflict with

(X). Your task for this question is: explain why.
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